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25 January 1962

NENDRANDUM FOR: Chief of Operations, IMVP

SUBJECT	 : Otto SKORZKNY

REFERENCE	 C:	 9937 (IN 16562), copy attached

1. The following background regardinm Otto SKORZENY is forwarded in
response to reference which indicated that	 _23 would
seek advice from COPSAvgarding SKORZENY.

2. The complex international business and political activity of
SKORZENY has been the subject of intermittent inquiries over the past .
15 years. At present . SKORZENT, vhe resides in 1hdrid,:,1:01andled as sC;:
lowprioritylar:caseendiAnAffedtis . An a 'state Of operational
quarantine so far as contact withStatiOn, Persohnel is concerned: Aside
from recent unconfirmed reports on SKORZENY's involvement with sundry
ultra-rightist groups and personalities including Katanga's Ease TSEONBE,
and insistent reports . on his hand in international arms traffic, these
specific confirmed activities of SKORZKEY are cited as typical:

a. In the period January-l' 1960 SUMER' unsuccessfully
sought support in Madrid from CIA on behalf or the anti-De Gaulle
French ultras. At that time he elatmed that he bad contact with
persons among the Frew:hultras who knew of a secret agreement
between De Gaulle and Kbrushcher. CIVICG . prepared a paper. which
concluded that SKORZENY, witting or unwitting, was probably being
used as a channel for black propaganda designed to weaken
De Gaulle and encourage official American distrust of the French
Government.

b. SKORZENI in 1960 was in contact with the Austrian
terrorist groups operating in the Tyrol through Dr. Norbert
Burger an Austrian right-wing leader with alleged contact
with the Preach ultras.

C. SKORZENT still travels to Germany and still has numerous
contacts within the Socialist Reich Party (SW) . a neo-Nazi
organization.
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'.3. Since OKOROONY's allegedisisetvend overtures in the'pest have
felled oftedtO,Check out or to prove of-noreeorth than trouble, and.
since OKOROMOVsideeire for-i'visafto the MO. injects itself in anr
contacti it is reconnmnded that no effort be *de to assist WORM-

..to the U.0.-vr to establish any fikrther.CIA contact,with 	 It is
our . belt esti:Mate that he is not now engaged in intelligenee ebtiVities
of interest to Us: 1.
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